Ecclestone’s Five Reasons to
be Cheerful in 2015
Recent years have all jockeyed for the title of annus
horribilis but 2014 is up there with 2008 in the annals of
anni horribiles!
Over the years
we
have
published
a
handful
of
pieces titled
“Reasons to be
Cheerful”. Our
first research
pieces headed
up this way
were actually in the 1990s and referred to the state of the
Argentine economy rather than anything to do with mining and
metals. Frankly it was easier to feel bullish there than it
has been in the minerals space in recent times. However we
have toasted the New Year not with champagne and instead have
supped deep on the Kool Aid and can indeed see reasons why
2015 should not be as bad as the year gone by.
1. A Better Year for Base Metals
The basic economic equation consists of supply and demand.
Anyone would have thought over the last ten years that it was
all about demand with China and some of the other BRICs being
the only relevant issues. Maybe that was true. In a time of
rising production having the matching or exceeding demand is a
good thing. Of such stuff was the Supercycle born. The balance
is now in the process of tipping.
Pundits are wringing their hands regarding slower Chinese

demand, but slower growth doesn’t mean declining demand. The
thing that is declining though is the supply in many cases. A
swathe of the key base metals have been wallowing in obscurity
since before the 2008 crash with Zinc, Nickel and Lead never
having seen again the levels that they enjoyed back in the
heady years in the middle of last decade. Doomsters like
myself have predicted a day of reckoning eventually because
one cannot have little to no investment in new mines and still
hope to hold up future production.
Zinc and Lead were
were several large
still coming down
nickel extra spice

the obvious underinvested metals as there
legacy nickel projects of gargantuan size
the pike at Goro and Ambatovy. Even in
has been added to the mix by the nickel

export ban from Indonesia. Expect to see more of these types
of bans of unelaborated metals in the next year or two to
juice up the price of metals involved.
The chart below comes from Glencore which has an enormous
vested interest in Zinc but also would be ridiculed if the
projections were too far from what the rest of the Zinc space
is thinking.

Nickel’s rush this year was supply-motivated and the same will
be the case for the other base metals. Sure China growth is
important, but so is growth elsewhere. However the motor for
price enhancement is now supply-side, not demand-side, and the
chickens are coming home to roost.
2. Enhanced M&A
No sooner had we written our recent piece here on M&A than two
companies that we hadn’t mentioned Coeur D’Alene Mines (CDM)
and Paramount Gold & Silver (PZG) decided to get hitched. This
is not the start of the process because the ball is already
rolling and the tally of marriages (shotgun or otherwise) will
rise during the coming year.

The fact that there are so many assets still at bargain
basement prices should mean it’s a happy hunting ground for
majors (or at least larger miners) in the darker corners of
the TSX and ASX (and the bankruptcy courts).
With big dumb majors shedding assets in rather a “baby out
with bathwater” style there should be much that a cashed-up
predator can hoover up. However not finding willing takers for
sales in single lots (standalone mines) or job lots (like
Nickel West) the majors are now resorting to a sort of reverse
osmosis where they divide and replicate by carving off big
chunks of their asset bases into standalone vehicles. If this
results in the creation of more majors it is a welcome
development in our book as the concentration at the top
resulted in a near extinction of the mid-sized miner over the
last ten years which goes a long way to explaining why normal
Darwinian forces of rationalization and regeneration have
eluded the mining sector… However what it also does is remove
those with the biggest balance sheets, cash-flows
cashpiles from the mating dance of mining M&A.

and

However the ideal scenario does not need piles of cash. In
theory deals that are synergistic and accretive should simply
involve one plus one equaling three. Those transactions alone
would add value to the market.
These newly minted majors may be in condition and the mood to
transact when they have digested their reorganizations and
listings (in 2016), which is still a ways off, but the mere
expectation that a Predator’s Ball is likely to break out
should start to push up valuations of those seen as potential
victims. With every Paramount-like deal done there is one les
target available which lifts the scarcity value of those
putative producers and advanced development stories remaining
to be snapped up.
Despite the current state of flux amongst majors there are
more than enough predators and no end of prey further down the

mining food chain. For once we would not complain if a feeding
frenzy broke out…. we are long overdue for some rational
exuberance…
3. Stability in Gold and Silver
The gold bugs would recoil in horror to hear that prices
staying where they are a good thing. But if the alternative is
prices plunging then staying in the range of $1,100 to $1,300
for gold is indeed a sweeter spot. Then we hear the wringing
of hands because of the number of gold producers that have
cash costs that are at, or near, or below the current gold
price. The response to that is the old Biblical injunction
“Physician, heal thyself”. The price of mining gold has not
rocketed because the inputs have risen by 400% since 2003, it
has risen because of sloppy management. Minebuilders and
operators were the most price insensitive buyers of goods and
services on the planet. They made the Middle Eastern buyers of
London real estate look positively stingy when it came to
“letting it rip” on buying tyres, hiring FiFo employees and
the like. How long would a manager at McDonald’s last if he
was instructed to make burgers that sold for $1 and let the
cost of the ingredient component blowout from 80cts to $3.50?
The greatest indictment in recent times was Metals X (MLX.ax)
buying the “marginally profitable” mines in Australia of
Alacer (ASR.to) and in short order taking them from Alacer’s
cash cost of $1,268 per oz down to $903 per oz. Then there is
the case of Galane Gold pushing back its cash costs from the
levels it inherited from IAMgold at its mines in Botswana.
The coming year will be the Year of the Manager. Those
companies that show they can make a buck when all about them
are blaming the “weak” gold price will be the standouts.
As for silver we see it outperforming gold and would not be
surprised to see it top $18 per oz sometime over the coming 12
months with the motor being industrial applications NOT

speculative froth.
4. The Oil Eclipse “Bonanza”
We might call this the fourth oil shock… the first two were in
the 1970s and early 1980s… and involved steep upmoves.. the
late 1990s had prices plunge to $13 per bbl and now we have
had a fairly stunning move from over $100 per bbl down closer
to $60 in pretty short order.

Like the move of the 1990s we feel the current move will be
good for miners in many ways.. lower operating costs are the
obvious benefit… followed by eclipse of the go-go energy
sector which has stolen the thunder of the mining industry in
the resources space for four years now. And, overarchingly, we
have the benefit for Western and emerging economies of
reversing the flow of export income into oil producers with
their decadent wasteful ways.
The oil price fall will be redistributive, and like Oliver

Twist, the mining industry will be out with its begging bowl
wanting its fair share after so much deprivation in recent
times.
It should also be mentioned that is likely to be one happy
corner of the otherwise bleak energy space and that should be
nuclear energy and uranium mining. Look for U3O8 to top $50 in
the spot market before mid-year.
5. Rotation into Mining
They say every dog has its day, but it’s a fair while since
the mining sector has had its day in the sun (or out of the
doghouse).. With major markets continuing ebullient (though
fearful) and emerging markets in the doldrums the potential
for someday, somehow the collective genius of the investment
community to say “what haven’t we pumped to the sky yet?” and
lighting upon bedraggled mining sector as the next horse out
of the gates.
We have two scenarios here, either major markets correct down
and stay there, or the markets stay up (or go higher) and in
this case the market participants (at least the cannier ones)
will be in search of the few stones left unturned in the hunt
for less over-priced stocks. The only stones out there which
are still representing value are those miners that are in
production and have cashflow. If they start to move then the
ETFs for the miners will move also (GDX and GDXJ) and thus
manager of those ETFs will have to buy up those non-producers
that make up the ETFs. As majors rise then dedicated mining
investors will spill out of them into smaller names in the
search for undervalued situations and the cycle goes on. Note
that we are not necessarily forecasting that this reactivation
of interest will have anything to do with metals prices
(particularly gold) but rather to the mechanics of the broader
market.
A rising tide lifts all boats, though some stricken juniors

that are fatally holed will disappear beneath the waves.
Conclusion
It’s too easy for us to claim things can’t get worse, as 2014
was so grim but those who remember the late 1970s, would not
be so fast to make such a claim. However, we are, at least,
not in an era of stagflation.
The current situation appears to us to be rather binary.
Either Western economies will drift into a sort of permarecession (the economic zombies… undead, but not alive either)
or the nascent recovery in those that are bubbling (plus those
emerging economies that are NOT QE-junkies) combined with the
oil price “dividend” will kick start a period of modest but
broader growth spreading through the more torpid of the
European economies. Simply put better economies and more money
on the table (and in the pockets) of Western consumers will
lift the mining space in 2015.

